A Novel Approach for Data Acquisition and Handover Scheme in VANET
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Abstract— Vehicular Ad Hoc Network (VANET) is the subgroup of the Mobile Ad Hoc Network (MANET). VANET connects the nodes for transferring secure information between nodes, here vehicle acts as a node. VANET is used to provide safety and efficiency in transportation system. Many traffic signals are used to reduce accidents in the roads, but since it is not much effective. Hence VANET is used; it uses Road Side Unit (RSU). This RSU connects to the internet, and provides information to the Vehicular Ad Hoc Network users. Each and every vehicle is interconnected to each other hence it can send alert message to another vehicle to reduce the speed or increase the speed to avoid accidents. Each and every vehicle can use internet facility while traveling. Since mobile internet is used nowadays but this road side unit internet connection is more speed. The information transferred between vehicle and RSU is more secure, because the road side unit provides unique key for each and every user connected to it. When the vehicle is moved out of the particular range, handover scheme occurs. The bending information will be transferred from old RSU to the new RSU. The service provided by the road side unit is called Service-Oriented Vehicular Ad Hoc Network.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The nodes in the Vehicular Ad Hoc Network (VANET) is different from Mobile Ad Hoc Network (MANET) that in VANET the vehicles moving randomly. Here the vehicles acts as nodes, such as car, bus, truck. VANET is used for information sharing, co-operative driving, and internet access. The vehicles are communicated with each other within 100 to 300 meters VANET and it is used for safety, information sharing and internet access. Vehicle communication system is classified into two categories vehicle to vehicle (V2V) and vehicle to infrastructure (V2I). The communication between V2V and V2I are ad hoc connection. Ad Hoc Network is a method for wireless devices for directly communicating with each other. It controls in which way nodes decides to move. V2V provides the short range of vehicular network, whereas V2I provides long range of vehicular network. The VANEts are supported by fixed infrastructure, which deploys at critical situation such as slip roads, dangerous intersection, and weather conditions. The information provided by VANET to the vehicles are current speed, location and also services like email, audio/video sharing. These types of services are called Service-Oriented VANET. The goal of VANET is to provide safety in roads. To achieve this, the vehicles act as sensors and exchange warnings. If any vehicle is out of the speed limit then other vehicles can send a warning message to that particular vehicle, by receiving the information the driver get alert and controls speed and avoid accidents. VANET security provides confidentiality, integrity, availability. All this security is done by using the public key infrastructure to protect integrity. This can create own maps to control the traffic data.

The nodes in VANET moves in well-defined path. Unlike MANET, nodes in vehicle do not move randomly. The routing used in VANET are proactive routing, reactive routing, position based routing. The vehicle with VANET application contains positioning system, communication facility, and human-machine interface in the vehicle. If a vehicle contains all these facilities then the number of accidents can be reduced and the data sharing will be more confidentiality, integrity, and availability. All this are done by using the fixed infrastructure called Road Side Unit (RSU). It connects to internet and produces the needed information for the user, when the vehicle is connected to particular nearby RSU. The vehicle identifies the nearby RSU by using the digital positioning system which is attached in the vehicle. Once the vehicle identifies the nearby RSU, it sends the hello packet to get the conformation. All information will be provided to user when they are registered in RSU. But for sending the warning information between two vehicles there is no need for registration. The authentication done through digital signature algorithm. This provides the unique key for all users who had register in the RSU. The RSU is placed in each and every end of the corner of the road. The road can be either 4 way road or any other. If any vehicles are out of the range then it will be connected to another nearby RSU, which performs the handover scheme to do this connection. Service-oriented VANET is used for real time management system. This information sharing to the user is called Service-Oriented VANET. The RSU and vehicles are communicated using DSRC wireless protocol.

The wireless communication technologies make the human lives most convenience and flexibility in accessing internet services and many applications. Then for making wireless communication among vehicles many researches are undergone and then introduced the concept of Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks (VANET). In VANET the cars are the nodes and make a safety and comfort travel through this wireless communication. VANET makes the
vehicles to communicate with the Road Side Unit (RSU) and also interconnected to the vehicles. The connection is made through mesh network. To make this type of services to the user the vehicles and RSU are connected through the wireless communication modules. The connection will be stable even though the vehicle to infrastructure communication is out of range. The information’s provided from RSU to the user are internet access, checking mails, downloading maps and news. This type of providing information to the user is called Service-Oriented VANET.

Powerful tools are available in the intervehicular communication (IVC) and also number of attacks occurs. The user privacy and data confidentiality are provided in the old techniques, but the security of data and location privacy is provided in the Service-oriented VANETs which gain the high throughput and latency. Different types of security requirement are available in the service-oriented VANETs. The data exchanged in safety messages are no need to encrypt whereas the data from the infotainment application are needed to be encrypted. The asymmetric encryption systems are used to provide the location privacy between the user and RSU. To increase the security level among the users symmetric encryption system is used. Many security systems are used for the transportation work such as pseudonym, mix zones. For reducing the congestion detection VANET is used.

2. BACKGROUND
Existing systems used some techniques in order to increase the security between vehicles to reduce the accident in transportation system. Some problems occurs in each techniques. Hence to reduce this problems Road Side Unit is used, which increases security in transportation system. Road Side Unit connects to the internet and provides the security information to the user and hence accidents can be prevented. The authenticated user can only access to get the information.

2.1 PSEUDONYMS
If the user uses the same ID for sending a safety message then the attackers can easily detect the ID and creates a duplicate profile and hacks the safety message of the user. Hence to reduce this problem pseudonym is used [9]. The mail goal of pseudonym is to hide the identity of vehicles location from the attackers. Changing the pseudonym often reduces the identification of the same pseudonym. Certificate Authority (CA) is responsible for issuing the private key for each registered user. This scheme reduces the link between vehicles and pseudonym [12]. But the drawback here is still the safety message can be easily tracked by the attackers when the vehicle is out of range. Hence this scheme is useful when the vehicle is within the range.

2.2 MIX ZONES
This pseudonym breaks the link between old and new pseudonym by monitoring the temporal and spatial relations between them. To reduce this identification, the vehicles change their pseudonyms together. A Mix zone is used for providing location privacy in Vehicular Ad Hoc Network. This scheme is done by creating a protocol called CMIX protocol to get the key for each vehicle instead of frequently changing pseudonym [6]. And then analyses the location privacy. Here there is no uniform in the traffic hence the attackers can easily find the location of the vehicles.

2.3 SILENT PERIOD
This scheme makes the mobile users to change the pseudonyms with another user [9]. This the first scheme which uses the random address approaches. This scheme identifies the duplicate address by monitoring the station and finds the history of addresses used by the other user and avoids same address used by multiple nodes [15]. If the address is used in the base station then the request from that address of the station will be rejected by the access point. This random approach creates a security problem by blocking the handover to the management.

2.4 AD HOC ANONYMITY
Road Authority (RA) is responsible for the road network. RA uses RSUs to communicate with the vehicle. Some users generate false (dummy) address to prevent their location [16]. The false address and original location sends to the service provider. Because the original location cannot be found by service provider. If attackers intercept to find the location they cannot easily find the true location. In this scheme the communication cost is reduced. But still the dummy location is so far to the user of the vehicle.

3. SERVICE-ORIENTED VANET
The service oriented VANET is introduced to overcome all the problems in the above methods and also to provide efficient security. This approach produces internet facilities to the users who are connected to Road Side unit (RSU). To provide confidentiality the cryptographic algorithm is used which provides unique private key for all users who are registered in RSU. The algorithm used in service-oriented VANET is HARDY function. The cryptographic algorithm can either be symmetric and asymmetric approach. RSA and ECC mechanism for symmetric approach and AES mechanism for asymmetric approach

A. Average overhead traffic
Average overhead traffic (AOT) is the overall traffic delay between the time taken for sending and receiving information packet from and to the user. If a user A sending a large packet then time increases for sending this packet. Another user B sending a packet which is also large then here occurs traffic.

B. Initialization phase time
It is the security time taken at initial, it is time taken between the vehicle start time and initial packet sending time. In ABAKA each and every request is sent to the Service Provider (SP) hence there occurs delay, but in REACT no need of sending each request to service provider. Hence this reduces time delay at initial.

3.1 Registration in RSU
RSU is placed at each corner of the road. When the user of the vehicle needs to connect to RSU, first user must register to RSU. This registration is done through web; it is done only once to create an account. For registration the user must specifies the name, address, username, password and the current location. Each user selects the default RSU by sending the hello packet to the nearest RSU which
The user sends the hello packet to the RSU and starts the session. Each packet has a timestamp to reduce the attacks. The transformation of delay is occurred until the user sends the hello packet to new RSU, new RSU decrypts the packet and sends for another request. Then again RSU sends reply with the another duplicate ID. This process continues until there is a connection between RSU and user. If the user uses the old ID then RSU sends the alert message to the user, then the user reassigns the ID and back the previous request to RSU. Then the correct transformation occurs without any error or attacks.

**3.3 Participating in session**

The user sends the hello packet to the RSU and starts the session. Each packet has a timestamp to reduce the attacks. The transformation of delay is occurred until the user sends the master key to verify whether the user is authenticated. The pseudonym is used to reduce the attacks. If the username and password matches then the RSU sends the needed information to the user.

**3.4 Switching connection between RSU (handover)**

A vehicle observes its current location and calculates the distance from all nearby RSUs using digital map. If any RSU is closer than the current RSU then the vehicle switches to new RSU. This is done by sending the handover request to old RSU; the old RSU sends the handover packet to the new RSU with the username, master key, and pseudonym. After receiving the particular request the new RSU sends back the handover confirm message to the user connected to the new RSU. This process is called handover scheme. Then the user sends a hello packet to new RSU, new RSU decrypts the packet and checks whether the username is valid. This encryption and decryption is done by using the symmetric and asymmetric approach. If so then the new pseudonym and ID packet is send to the user from new RSU. If there is any pending data to the user from old RSU, then the old RSU forwards it to new RSU, then all the needed information for the user will be send from the new RSU. The communication between mobile user and RSU is a single-hop connection. But the communication between vehicle and RSU are multi-hop connection. Old RSU sends all the pending request of the user to the new RSU. Once all the details about the user are received by RSU then the acknowledgement will be sent from the new RSU to the old user. After sending acknowledgement a new pseudonym will be assigned by the new RSU to the old user.

The new RSU verifies all the details of the user to check whether there is any illegal information. The packets send between vehicle and RSU is done through the multi-hop connection. This packet is smaller in size hence it can be sent easily in a small duration of time. The handover scheme done in REACT is reduce to 20m/s compared to ABAKA. The protocol used for transmitting the information from user to RSU and from RSU to user is ROAMER. In many systems only one key is used to encrypt all message which may allow for eavesdropper hence to reduce this service-oriented VANET uses single key to encrypt single message. For each and every request a pseudonym is assigned to enhance the location privacy. For each user a pseudonym is created by RSU, when a request is sent from the user the reply from the RSU sent along with that pseudonym is added and sent to user. Then the user uses that duplicate ID and sends for another request. Then again RSU sends reply with the another duplicate ID. This process continues until there is a connection between RSU and user. If the user uses the old ID then RSU sends the alert message to the user, then the user reassigns the ID and back the previous request to RSU. Then the correct transformation occurs without any error or attacks.

**4. SIMULATED RESULTS**

**4.1 Message Success Ratio**

The message success ratio is calculated based on the number of request sent from the user to RSU and message delivered for that particular request to the user from RSU. The calculation of MSR shows that the percentage of successful messages send to the destination. Comparing to ABAKA, REACT has a high percentage of successful message delivers. For each message request from user ABAKA verifies it using Service Provider. Whereas REACT does not verifies each message using Service Provider. Instead of this REACT encrypts the message, hence here the information needed for the user is sent earlier when compared to the ABAKA. Fig.2 shows the message deliver ration between ABAKA and REACT. The message deliver ration for REACT is higher than the previous method ABAKA.
4.2 Message Response Time

The message delay is calculated based on the ratio between request send from a user to RSU and response received from the RSU. The delay occurs when the request packet is not send from the user at correct time and delay in sending the needed information for the user. Due to this there will be delay in issuing the key for each vehicle connected to RSU. The delay rate for REACT and ABAKA are almost similar. The authentication is done for each and every request in ABAKA and hence there will be more number of delay rates.

5. CONCLUSION

A service-oriented VANET is proposed to enhance the security and location privacy between the vehicles. Privacy preservation mechanism is used to make the location privacy. Symmetric and asymmetric algorithm is used for generating key for each and every user who had registered in RSU. The effectiveness and deliver ratio are compared with the proposed system. More number of users can connect to the RSU. The Time Slots (TS) are introduced to connect many users to the single RSU. If a user finishes retrieving information from RSU, then the time slot will be free hence another user can get connected to RSU. Equal amount of load will be distributed to all a user who are connected to the RSUs.
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